Introduction
In February 2014, the US-based Tea Leaf Nation, a news site dedicated to Chinese citizen and social media, published an editorial 'It's official: China is becoming a new innovation powerhouse.' The title should surprise no one well informed of the scale and strategy of China's national innovation policies. Vacillating between an alarmist message that 'the world's factory is turning into an R&D machine' and a consolation sentiment that China will not outinnovate the U.S. anytime soon, the article ponders statistics that seem to work in China's favor. Data reveal a spike in Chinese college graduates, from less than a million in 1999 to almost 7 million in 2013; more revealing however is the fact that 31 per cent of these graduates received engineering degrees, in stark contrast to the 5 per cent engineering degree recipients in the U.S. In addition, other data show the U.S. share of global R&D dropping from 37 per cent in 2001 to 30 per cent in 2011 while China's share jumped from a low 2.2 per cent in 2000 to 14.5 percent in 2011 (Wertime 2014) . By way of downplaying these startling numbers, the editorial draws attention to the weakness inherent in Chinese-style education whereby rote learning is prioritized over creative thinking.
Not is all as it seems, however, and change is a constant in China. While contemplating these issues, I indulged myself in 'binge viewing' a popular Chinese TV serial Tiger Mom (huma maoba) and stumbled upon a catching trend of 'creative education'. Tiger Mom, produced by Tianjin Satellite TV channel, is China's first serialized drama to pick up on the debates about schooling practices. In a country as heavily populated as China, passing the fiercely competitive college entrance exams has become the overriding goal, if not the only purpose, of education. Should China's generation of singleton children be put through the ordeal year after year, foregoing their happy childhoods? The episode ratings were surprisingly high and so it is worth asking: why was this kind of drama so popular? Why now?
The story revolves around a city couple-a disciplinarian mom and a low-key dad, their young daughter Qian Qian, and her four grand parents. The family is torn apart on a daily basis by the warring education doctrines of Qian Qian's caretakers. The audience is led into a battlefield split between exam-score obsessed Confucianists and overseas-trained experts committed to a modern, creative pedagogy. While this was a well-crafted story, I couldn't wait for the full 46 episodes to unfold to find out the outcome of the competition. So I fast-forwarded to the finale where surprisingly, the militant mainstream ideologists were defeated by the new school of creative thinking; better still, it was an ending accompanied by the conversion of the diehard Confucian grandpa to the camp that trumpets the freedom of the mind and body and the new educational philosophy that emphasizes the necessity of giving children ample space to play and explore, getting their hands dirty, and creating what their heart desires. The ratings success made me wonder if Chinese education is ready to undergo some subtle changes. Indeed, one of the climactic moments in the drama occurs in a conflict between the conservative and modern pedagogues: the daughter's hand-made, paper-cut mobile is smashed by her incensed grandfather who deems making things instead of studying a total waste of time. The reaction of the audience was revealing: their sympathy went to Qian Qian predominantly. To put this into context, it's worth examining the political winds blowing across Chinese national innovation culture. Since January 2015, news reporters have been propagating a new culture movement initiated by Premier Li Keqiang. In September 2014 and January 2015, in two consecutive meetings of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Li promulgated his now well-known slogan dazhong chuangye wanzhong chuangxin (mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation), seamlessly linking grassroots makers with national wealth. According to the premier, 'every cell in society' will be activated to innovate: moreover, the 'twin engine' of China's economic growth will rest on a scaled mobilization of individual makers and mass entrepreneurs (Li Keqiang 2015) .
Prior to his Davos speeches, a well-planned domestic media blitz accompanied the Premier on his visit to Chaihuo Makerspace in Shenzhen, China's high-tech manufacturing hub and a frontier of maker revolution. A subsequent series of statements and high-profile events propelled chuangke, 'makers,' onto the agenda of the Chinese national innovation system. In March, during the annual Two Sessions held by the PRC's top legislative and advisory bodies, the term 'maker' formally entered national policy discourse. Then on May fourth, a historical milestone marking the anniversary of the 1919 student-led New Culture Movement, the Premier delivered another poignant message, this time to the young makers studying at Tsinghua University, the Chinese MIT. Promising to clear up policy obstacles for SMEs, he said 'making and creating is no longer a privilege reserved for the elites but an opportunity afforded to the greater majority of people' (Li Keqiang zongli 2015) . This measured statement implies nothing less than the shift of the government's pet policy project from creative industries-a top-down, closed, elitist line-up-to 'mass entrepreneurship' which is anchored on open innovation and made available to grassroots actors.
Makerspaces have 'popped up'-not only in first-tier cities but in Zhengzhou (Henan Province), Guiyang (Guizhou Province), and Ürümqi (Xinjiang Province). The term maker (chuangke) has entered the lexicon of new fashionable phrases. The fact that 'Tiger Mom' implicitly endorses the ethos of Maker Culture made me wonder whether the show would still be such a crowd pleaser if Premier Li had not championed the maker's cause. Regardless of the excellent timing of the broadcast though, winning the hearts of Chinese television audiences is no small victory. Children, the subject of this drama, watch the narrative unfold together with their parents and aging grandparents who are often the most stubborn gatekeepers of traditional pedagogy.
In this chapter I want to investigate the status of creativity in China by reflecting on 'maker culture.' I begin by first defining the concept and then situating Premier Li's Maker Initiative in the complex ecosystem of China's national innovation policy. I examine several makers' projects that have emerged from below. After scrutinizing the maker-driven startup culture, I
argue that the official discourse of 'maker as entrepreneur' offers limited value proposition.
Only a small handful of young makers turn into entrepreneurs, and an even smaller number of entrepreneurs create businesses that actually hire paid staff.
ii The coupling of 'makers' and 'entrepreneurs' produces at best 'hope value'; it is a bubble that can burst any time.
The second half of this article thus realigns this policy discourse with an alternative term 'change-maker', i.e., maker as social-change engineer. This does not have to be an either-or proposition. Makers can be both entrepreneurial and socially concerned and this hybrid is already in existence in China. I present examples that have successfully linked maker culture with social innovation programs driven by the utopian vision of young activists, many of whom are involved with nonprofit communities and public interest groups. Three different models of 'makers as social innovators' are analyzed: innovation challenge contests for problem-solving projects shaped by NGOs and public interest organizations; the ThankBig Initiative that sits squarely on youth activism; and Enactus China, the national chapter of an international NGO promoting sustainable growth of communities through smart strategies designed collaboratively by college students, academic mentors, and business leaders.
'Makers' and 'Makerspaces'
At the outset it's important to establish a definition of 'makerspace' and the Maker Movement.
Often associated with democratized innovation, the Maker Movement is inseparable from Web culture: think of garage culture moved to the Net. Chris Anderson identifies four major factors for this flourishing digital DIY movement: the new default of sharing and collaborating online; the appearance of digital desktop tools for hobbyists to design and prototype new products; the birth of Web-based manufacturing model that functions like an on-demand cloud service enabling the emergence of a maker-driven market for one-off products; and the popularity of crowdfunding platforms that are creating a new class of mass investors willing to provide seed money for daring startups (Anderson 2012, 13, 21, 66, 77, 168 provides an official interpretation:
Makers are devoted to innovation passionately. They control the production tools themselves. Taking 'user-innovation' as a core concept, they excel in discovering problems, unearthing (customer) needs, and providing solutions. Through creativity, design, and manufacturing, they offer a variety of products and services (Yu and Deng 2015) .
Conspicuously missing from the definition above are the spirit of collaborative engineering, and predictably, the pleasure principle of hobbyists and the educational perspectives of 'inventing to learn.' The emphasis is placed instead on a dry industrialist take on innovation.
Significantly, three of the leading makerspaces in China-Chaihuo Makerspace (Shenzhen), 
Milestones of Chinese Innovation Policies
In order to understand the context of Premier Li's Maker Talks, it's worth briefly noting Newly built or existing makerspaces with an expansion plan can receive up to $833,333 per recipient; an additional $500,000 is up for grabs for maker labs that wish to make hardware upgrades. Predictably, other cities are following Shenzhen's footsteps and preparing similar policy statements. The most eye-catching prize category is the $166,666 per recipient to qualified primary and middle schools, higher education institutions, and technical and apprentice schools that demonstrate a sound plan for integrating maker education into the curriculum and installing school-based maker labs (idid.) Chinese authorities are apparently mindful of the role creative education plays in moving China up the ladder of innovation nation.
Given time, tiger moms may lose their raison d'etre as the whole society is mobilized to think and make things creatively.
Copycat or bottom-up innovation?
Meanwhile, complaints about the lack of creative impetus behind Chinese education, echoed in the TV serial Tiger Mom, are often accompanied by equally pungent criticisms of the shanzhai (copycatting) phenomenon. The parallel, critics say, of a nation of rote leaners to a nation of imitators producing counterfeit products is a blot on China's aspirations to be a creative nation.
Since the 2010s, however, the ideology of open innovation has paved the way for a revisionist interpretation of shanzhai to surface. A report in Wired UK describe shanzhai practitioners as 'guerrilla innovators' who apply 'as much innovation and ingenuity as their legitimate counterparts.' (Johnson 2010 (Anderson 2012, 212) . Proclaiming that 'a copy can be better than the original', Rainer Wessler, creative director of Frog Design, asks whether shanzhai has proved that the Western approach to innovation is outdated (Wessler 2013) .
Claiming that shanzhai and Open Source Hardware are 'twins separated at birth,' David Li evokes a scenario in which the world of shanzhai converges with that of makers (Li, D. 2014) .
Exactly how that happens however is left for speculation. Silvia Lindtner, co-founder of the She even waited for years before rolling out a single product.
But she has a super cool lab and the best engineers to make high-quality animations and the most playful apps.
She promises to be fun forever' (AvatarWorks 2015).
The startup's recent hiring announcement continues the playful speak. Claiming that they are a group of smart and goofy youths, they imagine themselves as an electric-saw wielding Don
Quixote riding on a cross-country motorcycle, 'determined to cut off the gigantic windmill and make it our new toy' (AvatarWorks Hiring 2015).
Change Agents as Makers
The (Hartley 2010, xvii) . Nor are they amateur content creators like Hu Ge (the maker of a sensational spoof) emerging from the sphere of 'grassroots recreation' in Michael Keane's terms (Keane 2011, 177-78) . The problem is we don't know much about change-makers with a civic twist because they are completely left out of the vision of Chinese policymakers and mainstream Western media reports about social change in China.
A palpable generational shift is taking place in the nonprofit sector: the 40 and 50-somethings, middle-aged pioneers of Chinese philanthropy, have prized themselves in constructing a purist's vision of 'social innovation', one that is in essence anti-entrepreneurial and oblivious to new tech. The younger generation, especially those nurtured under the state innovation policies, takes a different approach to producing social good. Generally speaking, this new generation is social media savvy and entrepreneurial, and some of them are good at creating IT solutions to pressing social problems. It is a rare breed indeed because it's hard to be both a thinker and a doer successful in blending the visionary and the practical.
In fact, if I had not worked for six years in China's nonprofit sector and run a nonprofit organization there, xvii I would not have had access to the rich literature and sporadically emerging events involving social entrepreneurs of all ages, the most innovative of whom are 20-somethings. Although they are makers whose ingenuity rivals that of the founders of SmellMe and MyIdol, they have escaped mainstream media attention and received no endorsements from Premier Li.
There are currently three notable creative incubators of change-makers in urban ChinaCinnovate, Enactus, and ThinkBig. All three share the vision for cross-sector collaboration.
Like other grassroots movements, they see the primary source of creativity originating in individuals. Therefore, for Cinnovate, ThinkBig, and Enactus, the starting point to identify talented citizen-individuals is making an open call for creative social strategies.
Cinnovate
In the summer of 2010 I met Joyce Zhou, a passionate, socially concerned manager at Intel
Beijing, who subsequently spearheaded a series of social innovation challenges sponsored by Enactus provide a space for young activists to meet, collaborate, and form a community, which is where the real value of creative incubators lie. We all know that maker-entrepreneurs follow the law of the jungle, but change-makers thrive on collaboration.
ThinkBig
The Internet is filled with reports and academic papers on the connection between youth organizations, social action, and social movements in democratic societies. ThinkBig youth activists to identify social problems that are susceptible to maker interventions.
Conclusion
The maker movement was a missing piece in the puzzle of Chinese innovation policy until spring 2015. Whether we are speaking of maker entrepreneurs or maker as changemaking citizens, it is obvious that the government has now discovered the value of the individual, creative self-expression, and grassroots energy in transforming Chinese economy and society.
Creative industry clusters have come under the spotlight and it is now evident that they are not conducive to building a robust creative economy. Li Keqiang's maker slogan reminds policy pundits that a national innovation system is an ecosystem that needs to accommodate both the top-down superhighway approach and the messy centrifugal, bottom-up pathway that falls outside the purview of central planners. Where this new trend of democratized innovation will lead however is unclear. Whether the maker policy will succeed in reducing the high unemployment rate of college graduates is also unpredictable.
Meanwhile, the intrusion of an official discourse into an organic cultural phenomenon inevitably provokes anxieties, especially in the mind of purists. I have examined elsewhere the conceptual trap of dichotomous thinking in analyzing China. Binary pairs such as domination vs. resistance, state vs. society, communism vs. capitalism, power vs. subjugation, and the official vs. the grassroots, carry little analytical weight when they are applied to the Chinese case (Wang J. 2001: 98-99) . We have already seen how Cinnovate and Enactus, both international entities, thrive in China in spite of, or perhaps because of, their formal partnership with governmental organizations.
One thing is certain: makerspaces will proliferate in China thanks to the government's blessings. Nobody can tell if a hundred potent ideas-and start-ups-will spring out of those state funded creative spaces. Will these suffer the same fate as the hundreds of lackluster education, for clues about how to assess the productivity of a state-cosigned maker movement.
There is ample evidence that something dynamic is happening in places out of media reach. Wang Y. 2015: 81) . Most surprisingly, the prototypes of "maker education" are found not only in prestigious schools but also in schools of less developed regions (Wang Y. ibid.) . The onset of this phenomenon appears to be an attempt initiated by maker-teachers voluntarily.
Meanwhile creative education software is flooding into the market; among these are Yuantiyk (a mobile exam coping software), Vipkid (an English learning app), Xueba (a homework answering tool), Mofangge (a crowdsourced learning app), and Geek Academy, a virtual IT university that exposes students in middle high and universities to playful learning routines.
Chinese students are now given various creative means to improve their educational capital.
Imagine a motion sensing software Hip-hop Tech that targets preschoolers! If Chinese makers continue the speed of producing innovative online education aids, and if primary and secondary school pupils are drawn to campus makerspaces, creative education will be a catching trend hard to stop even in the kingdom of rote learners. One has to wonder, if those erstwhile bookworms are transforming themselves into happy learners and creative thinkers, can a creative China be far from reach?
This article situates contemporary China's maker movement in the larger context of the Chinese national innovation system and unravels the double personae of maker-its entrepreneurial self and the activist self. In 2011, Michael Keane asked: 'How can we understand creativity in a way that accommodates policy and business while still engendering a sense of change, of variety, or value?' (Keane 2011: 169) . The answer to Keane's prescient question lies in the steady rise of changemaker communities in urban China. Perhaps given
